Estimation of time utilized in suturing of oral flaps post-surgical wisdom teeth removal using Negus knot pusher instrument (a comparative study)
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Wisdom teeth were the most common teeth affected among the rest of the teeth, these teeth need accurate evaluation and diagnosis, surgical removal of impacted wisdom needs time for incision, bone removal and suture, so the use of any instrument helps to reduce this time is essential. The objectives of this study were to estimate the time needed for the suture of oral flaps post-surgical removal of the lower wisdom teeth by using Negus knot pusher and compare it with the time used for stitching in conventional manual holding single stitching. Material and Methods: Data had been collected from thirty patients through history, clinical examination and radiographic assessment, followed by classical surgical removal performed on the same principles for all patients, at the suture level patients divided arbitrarily into two groups, control group 15 patients and 15 patients Negus pusher group, using Negus knot pusher, which is usually used to hold the stitch and stop bleeding post tonsillectomy operations by ligation, time elapsed for suturing with knot tying is calculated for both groups. Results: Among the 30 patients incorporated in the clinical study, control group mean was (1 minutes and 11 seconds and 70 milliseconds) while for the pusher group was (1 minutes and 32 seconds and 57 milliseconds), the comparison by means of T-test was not significant with the (0.424) value. Conclusion: the Negus pusher instrument can be used for the knotting stitches post wisdom teeth removal as an auxiliary tool and the time can be shortened by the use of a modified handling technique and more satisfaction for patients.
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RESUMO

Objetivo: Os terceiros molares são os dentes mais afetados entre o resto dos dentes e necessitam de avaliação e diagnóstico precisos. A exodontia desses elementos impactados requer tempo para incisão, remoção óssea e sutura, portanto, é essencial o uso de instrumentos que ajudem a reduzir o tempo de procedimento. Os objetivos do presente estudo foram estimar o tempo necessário para a sutura de retalhos orais após a exodontia de terceiros molares inferiores utilizando o instrumental Empurrador de nó Negus (Negus Knot pusher) e compará-lo com o tempo necessário para a realização de sutura única convencional. Material e Métodos: Os dados foram coletados de 30 pacientes através da história, exame clínico e avaliação radiográfica, seguidos pela remoção cirúrgica clássica realizada através do mesmo princípio para todos os pacientes. Considerando o nível da sutura, os pacientes foram divididos arbitrariamente em dois grupos, grupo controle (n=15) e grupo Empurrador de nó Negus (n=15), o qual é geralmente utilizado para segurar o ponto e estancar o sangramento após cirurgia de tonsilectomia por ligadura. O tempo decorrido para sutura foi calculado para ambos os grupos. Resultados: Entre os 30 pacientes incluídos no estudo, a média do grupo controle foi de 1 minuto e 11 segundos e 70 milissegundos, enquanto para o grupo Empurrador de nó Negus foi de 1 minuto e 32 segundos e 57 milissegundos. A comparação intergrupo por meio do teste T não foi estaticisticamente significativa (p=0,424). Conclusão: O instrumental Empurrador de nó Negus pode ser usado para sutura após a extração de terceiros molares como ferramenta auxiliar e o tempo pode ser reduzido pelo uso de uma técnica de manuseio modificada. Ademais, pode estar associado a maior satisfação dos pacientes.
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INTRODUCTION

Third molar extraction is frequent minor intraoral surgical procedure [1]. Most common causes for wisdom teeth removal comprise pathological dental caries, opercular tissue inflammation, periodontal problems, cystic pathology, and orthodontic problems. It is recommended to perform extraction of third molars primarily to avoid upcoming complications or extreme inclination [2]. The exact time to decide removal wisdom teeth or not is under discussion, given the impact predictions and supporting the idea of the prophylactic extraction of wisdom teeth, even in adulthood period in spite of dispute between the orthodontist and oral maxillofacial surgeons in the subject of early surgical prophylactic removal of wisdom teeth [3-7]. In addition, surgeons must be able to deal with the surgical consequences during and following wisdom teeth removal which include intolerable pain, edema, hemorrhage, alveolar dry socket, pus formation, dehiscence, sequester numbness, blood collection, and limited mouth opening [8]. Post-surgical pain and edema is important factors in surgical wound curing, and use of minimal sutures with smaller diameters or utilizing anchor suture is recommended. Tight suturing and intimate flap closer leads to post-surgical distress [9-12]. Black silk suture is favorite suturing material to bring together the borders of the wound post-surgery due to simplicity of handling, less inflammation and node safety. So suturing leads to hold of bleeding and promote of primary wounds healing [13]. Knot pushers tool are utilized with intra-articular descending ties and are at no time used with exposed surgical work as it is simply to be done handily [14]. Numerous knot pusher instruments had been presented to simplify suture knot tightening. Existing commercial obtainable designs comprise of either an indentation or a loop tip to engage, advance and lock the tie [15,16]. Commercial node pusher tools are rod-shaped and necessitate a helper to grasp one end of the suture as the surgeon pushes the node inferiorly [17]. The perfect node-pusher scheme must have had a termination that is slight enough to prevent the node from snagging. However, if large adequately to permit the diameter of suture to pass easily. ‘Snagging’ is the propensity of the node to be trapped in the pusher as the node is squeezed [18]. The Negus Knot Pusher instrument is used for vascular bundle ligation in the tonsillectomy procedure to control intraoperative bleeding and to reduce postoperative bleeding, so that it can reach a deep point in the retromolar trigon or oropharyngeal area and for this reason we choose using this instrument in our study and get benefit of time elimination during operative work specially in cases operated under local anaesthesia and need intraoral suturing with minimal time as possible.

The aims of this study were to estimate the time needed for suturing with and without uses of Negus knot pusher in operative removal of lower wisdom teeth, and to calculate the time if the pusher used to shorten the total time of the operation as the lower wisdom tooth located at retromolar trigon area which regarded as the most posterior part of oral cavity specially in limited mouth opening cases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A clinical research was conducted between April 2018 and December 2019 at the College of Dentistry / Mosul University. This study includes thirty cases of both male and female presented to the Oral and MaxFax Departments complaining of ache (pain) in either the lower right or left quadrant of the jaw with partially or completely affected lower third molar after taking (current illness, past medical and past dental) clinical and radiographic history (Periapical radiography, OPG and CBCT) Evaluation of the difficulty of the case according to Bell and Gregory classification was carried out, the inclusion criteria for the
incomplete bone covering of the mandibular third molars with “Class II or III and position A, B or C,” on the periapical radiography. With age of 18 years or older, with no inflammation of opercular tissues, utilizing enveloped flap that need single stitch in all cases. Exclusion criteria included patients with a history of compromised health, pregnant or breast feeding female, or cases that need more than one stitches. Surgical procedure for the removal of the affected lower third molar started with local anesthesia block to inferior alveolar nerve with long buccal nerve infiltration followed by a crestal incision extending from half of the external oblique ridge to the distal to the lower second molar with no vertical releasing incision, dissection of the buccal mucogingival (envelope) flap by Haworth mucogingival elevator, buccal bone removal by round hand bur with irrigation by diluted Chlorhexidine 0.2% irrigation solution to prevent heat generation from creating space for impact tooth to be removed by elevators and forceps with or without a surgical separation of the crown and roots of any remaining bone spicules or soft tissue follicle removed, only single stitch suture made of black silk suture 3:0 with simple interrupted suturing technique posterior to lower second molar by the same operator for all patients, at this stage cases were allocated into group 1 (control 15 patients) stitching in conventional suturing hand knot tying simple interrupted suture without a pusher instrument using, and group 2 (15 patients as pusher group) using Negus knot pusher as shown in Figure (2), the both ends of suture were held only by the surgeon himself by using a modified pusher handling method, in which grasping the pusher at two sites by first and second fingers, and between the tips of the third and fourth fingers, allowing the second and third fingers to grasp one of the ends of the stitch. By this maneuver tightness of stitch is controlled by surgeon and by using right hand at distal third of the shaft handle and the two threads of suture inserted in the slot of pusher and advanced till touch the knot then starts to push till the knot became in the exact position needed with suitable tightening of knot without blanching the neighboring tissue flaps as shown in figure (3) and the time needed for each knotting technique was saved by timekeepers whom the same with the surgeon throughout the study by using smart phone time stopwatch in android application as shown in figure (4), the time from the start from clasping the needle in the needle holder to the end of the stitching by cutting threads is calculated by two timekeepers and recorded for all cases, so the time was the main parameter utilized in this study. Statistical analysis: as the data for this study are numbers (mean time) continuous numerical data were expressed as mean and standard deviations (SD), The data was compared with the independent T-test sample. A value of less than 0.05 was considered to be significant.

RESULTS

Thirty patients included in the study with [15] for each group, the mean for each group was calculated and the standard deviation was also detected, the mean for the group that did not use the pusher for suture was (1 minutes and 11 seconds and 70 milliseconds) while for the group in which the Negus pusher used for suture was (1 minutes and 32 seconds and 57 milliseconds), the comparison between two groups excluded by the T-test was not significant with (0.424). As shown in Table I and Figure (1).

Table I - Mean and standard deviation of both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P Value *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1m16s70ms</td>
<td>00:25:33</td>
<td>0.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pusher</td>
<td>1m32s57ms</td>
<td>00:19:61</td>
<td>0.424</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P value ≤ 0.05 was significance, m=minutes, s=seconds, ms=milliseconds.
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**DISCUSSION**

The operative work in conscious patient is a challenging matter specially to oral and maxillofacial surgeon whom work mostly under local anesthesia and more tension and apprehensive circumstances and in limited visibility in intraoral surgical work. So such a practice that requires practical expertise, thorough decision and awareness of detailed structures and surgical tricks [19]. Node pusher tools had been used in a variety of endoscopic surgery, with some modifications in Shape and technical use [20]. The strength of the knot was determined to be the force required for the knot to slip or break [21]. Irrespective of the type of suture or method of suturing, usage of a node increases knot tightness. A node pusher tool should improve node tightness in descending nodes through endoscopic surgery and in performing one-handed knotting in open work [14]. During daily surgical dental work and specially post wisdom surgery, working by hands and using only needle holder and pins twisser usually associated with difficulties in application and performing ideal stiches with secure knotting and less harmful effect to the adjacent tissues and flap to obtain optimal healing with minimal side effects [20]. In this study, the node pusher used in the field of oral surgery as an assistant device and the time needed for suture was calculated in two groups with and without the use of a pusher. Although the mean time was higher slightly in pusher group patients in comparison with control group, this may be related to unfamiliarity with this instrument, Since we have not found any research or article similar to ours so we rely on some research that uses pusher in different ways, there are many factors that reveal or disclose this result, all procedures in this study have been performed under local anesthesia so that this may increase the patient's gag reflexes and apprehension in particular, the instrument enters deep into the patient's mouth and difficulty in getting cooperation in the opening of the mouth.
and this cannot be avoided for all patients [15], a modifications done in knot pusher which used a special design in laparoscopic procedures with a central deep slit at the end with a channel lengthwise the underside of the pusher tube to support the stitch running smoothly and quickly, when the knot was occasionally detached, so easily re attached again without affecting the stiches or flap, and without slipping ligatures while knotting. In 2017 Fung-Chao study showed using a pusher with two components working and pusher parts in laparoscopic procedures and stated that “knotting time in the device group was shorter than in the sliding and static groups” [21]. And in 2015 Nazareth and Papazian et al used a special pusher (Papazian pusher) with angulation at the tip of the pusher. Harmony with oral cavity anatomy in the cleft palate and stated that “no complications were encountered and no knots were found to be, overall, easier, faster and more reliable than knots to push manually while significantly helping to achieve stronger, smoother and more secure knots” [20].

CONCLUSION

Negus knot pusher tool can be used as an adjunctive instrument in the suturing of intraoral mucoperiosteal flaps post wisdom teeth removal and time may be shortened by the use of modified handling technique, especially in cases of limited mouth opening, and apprehensive patients or with gagging reflex patients or in unexpected extended time operations, it is considered to be an auxiliary instrument that aids in the suture finishing of secure knots with appropriate strength with minimal time and bothering of the patients and operator in equal and we recommend to add this nice simple tool to our set to get maximum benefits.
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